Abstmct-A connectionist model is presen.ted for commonsense knowledge representation and reasoning. The representation and reasoning ability of the model is described through examples. The commonsense knowledge base is employed to develop a human face detection system. The system consists of three stages: preprocessing, face-components extraction, and final decisionmaking. A neural network-based algorithm is utilised to extract face components. Five networks are trained to detect mouth, nose, eyes, and full face. The detected face components and their corresponding possibility degrees allow the knowledge base to locate facies in the image and generate a membership degree for the detected faces within the face class. The experimental results obtained using this method are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic human face recognition has recently found applications to security and surveillance. The initial step of an automatic face recogniticln system is the face detection. Although human beings easily locate a face and its components -eyebrows., eyes, nose, and mouth -within an image, face detection is a complicated task to implement in a computer system. Most faces have the same structure and contain similar features, however, the geometrical and textural differences make each face unique. These differences make matching techniques difficult. Another obstacle to face detection is the presence of additional features such as glasses, moustache, or beard. The presence of these features can greatly distort the basic facial image. Furthermore, the surrounding environment can also pose a problem. For example, changes in light sources can provide or remove shadows from a face. Therefore, many variables should be considered when designing a face detection system. To overcome these difficulties, there have been several design techniques [1]- [7] . Among the existing methods, neural networks have recently attracted the attention of researchers investigating the face detection problem. Some researchers have used general networks and training algorithms to develop a detection system [2] . Others have implemented specific hybrid networks and training algorithms [4]. Each system achieves successful face detection to a certain degree. However, no system offers a general solution to all of the above-mentioned obstacles.
The aim of this work is to improve the performance of the existing facial detection systems through employing neural networks and a commonsense knowledge base. The proposed system consists of three stages: preprocessing, face-components extraction, and final decisionmaking. In the first stage, image conversion, colour operation, image restoration, and image enhancement are [lo] , [ll] , [13] . A set of rules is derived for combining evidence through conjunction, disjunction, and chaining.
In the proposed face detection system, a connectionist model of commonsense knowledge representation and reasoning is utilised to implement the final decision-making stizge. The output of the faceComponent detector is fed into the knowledge base where the domain knowledge is used to analyse the input information and make the final decision. The information is provided into the knowledge base in two parts: the membership grades, and the relative spatial distances among the extracted components. The output shows the degree that the detected face components respresnt a face. Then faces are located in the input image.
In the next section, the connectionist model of commonsense knowledge is presented. Section I11 explains the facial detection system. The simulation results is discussed in Section W . Finally, concluding remarks are given. The Age neurons represent the constraints and are shared between the two parts of the network. The output of each neuron is a fuzzy subset of U and indicates a constraint. They have null inputs and are always active. Modifiers-Quantifiers-Qualifiers (MQQ) neurons implement the rules defined for the representation of meaning of propositions, and operate differently in each part of the network. The network inputs are distributed among the connection functions of MQQ neurons as weights. When a MQQ neuron becomes active in the forward reasoner, it maps a fuzzy subset of U into another fuzzy subset of U . The M A X neuron in the forward reasoner performs the fuzzy max operation.
In the backward reasoner, the compatibility (COMP) neurons compare the input with the constraints. The output of a COMP neuron indicates the degree of compatibility between two fuzzy sets. The calculated compatibility degree passes through a MQQ neuron in which it is translated to a single value varying in the interval [0,1], using the membership degree of the function represented by the node.
Once a query is posed to the system, its state of activation evolves automatically and produces an answer to the query. The fuzzy neural network can respond to the queries of the form Age (Ed, 30) , Age(Tan, old) , Age(SalZy, z), and Age (x, tall) . In a query, if two arguments are specified, e.g. Age (Tan, old) , the inference process is carried out in both forward and backward reasoners. The forward reasoner produces a fuzzy set, whose membership degree is close to that of Y O U N G , at its output (AGEOUT) indicating that Tan is young. The backward reasoner, however, produces a value at its output (TANOUT) representing the possibility degree that Tan is old. This value would be close to 0 as the system has been told that Tan is a young person. When a constraint is not specified in a query, e.g. AGE (Tan, x ) , the forward reasoner produces the answer. However, if the particular value of the constrained variable is not specified, e.g. Age(x, young), all backward reasoner output nodes become active indicating in this example the possibility degree that the related person is YOUNG.
Representation and reasoning with conditional propositions is explained in this part. Let p be (x, tall) , is posed to the system, the backward reasoner in the I f block, produces a possibility degree that Tom is tall. There would be a very small value at AGEOUT if the system has no knowledge of Tan's age. Often the input information possesses a hierarchical structure so that the representation and reasoning scheme must deal with it accordingly. The approach which is presented in this paper can represent this information and re8son from it. To illustrate this ability, consider the following propositions
if T a n is young t h e n T o m is

Pigeon i s a bi'rd.
Canary i s a bird is true.
C a t l is a cat is likely.
Cat2 is a cat.
Most birds are not m a m m a l .
C a t s are m a m m a l .
in which bird and cat are subsets of mammal. Figure 3 shows a connectionist realization of these propositions. The left part of the figure represents the forward reasoner and the right part displays the backward reasoner. M Q Q and .MAX neurons are employed for construction of the network. As stated earlier, MQQ neurons operate differently in the forward and backward reasoners. Once a query is posed to the system, the state of activation evolves automatically and the system produces an answer to the query at the output nodes. Consider the query I s Catl a mammal? which is posed by providing the input to thle C A T~I N neuron. The nodes L I K E L Y , M A X , and CAT neurons in CF block become active. The out,put of CAT neuron will be a number in the interval [0,1] that represents the possibility degree of CAT1 being a CAT. A similar inference process is done in the MF part, so that its output node MAMMALOUT denotes the degree that Catl is a mammal. The coninection functions of the MQQ nodes in M F , Bg, and CB perform the max operation on the weight, and neuron input. As a result, the system will also be able to respond to queries such as I s Cat a mammal?.
The proposed architecture performs syllogistic reasoning as a basis for inference from commonsense knowledge. Different parts of the system can be linked together to provide multiple inheritance. 
A , Preprocessing
The input image is preprocessed before presented to the face-component-extraction unit. The functions of the preprocessing sta,ge include image conversion, colour operation, image restoration, and image enhancement.
B. Face-Components Extraction
In this stage, the face components are extracted from the output of the preprocessing stage. The face components are eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth, and face edges. A neural network-based algorithm is used to detect the face components. Five feedforward neural networks are trained to detect mouth, nose, left eye, right eye, and full face. Each network examines a fixed, and small region of the input image (8x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x16, and 20x20 for mouth, nose, left eye, right eye, and full face, respectively) and decides whether each region contains the related face components. To detect face components larger than the window size, the input image is repeatedly reduced in size, and the system is applied at each size.
Traznzng the neural networks: To train the neural networks, a large set of face and non-face images are used. The face database contains approximately 150 gray-scale front-view face images. From the face images, the face components are extracted and resized. Figure 5 illustrates a face image and its extracted components.
In this way, five preliminary training database are built. From each image in a database, three more images are created. The original image first flipped. Then 
C. Final Decision-Making
The output of the face-component detector is fed into the commonsense knowledge-based system where the domain knowledge is used to analyse the input information and make the final decision. The connectionist model of commonsense knowledge representation and reasoning is employed for implementation of the final decision-making stage. Fuzzy neurons are used to form the structure of the connectionist model.
The system domain knowledge is the information about the human face in terms of its components and their relationships. The following propositions form a part of the system domain knowledge.
1.
2.
4.
.
6.
7.
8.
9.
A f a c e consists of two eyebrows, two eyes, one nose, and onc mouth.
O n e eye i s positioned l e f t of the other eye. One eyebrow i s above each eye. T h e nose i s between and below the eyes. T h e mouth i s below the nose. T h e distance between two eyes i s approximately eqval to the width of a n eye. T h e width of the nose i s smaller t h a n the width of two eyes.
T h e length o f the nose i s smaller t h a n the width of three eyes. T h e width of mouth is smaller t h a n the width of three ewes.
T h e dzstance between the top of t h e m o u t h and the
bottom of nose as smaller than the wadth o f a n eye.
The information is provided into the knowledge base in two parts: the membership grades, and the relative spatial distances of the extracted face components. The membership degrees are directed into the input of Components attribute where a neuron is allocated to each face component. If a component is not recognised by its neural network, the output of the related neuron, varying in the interval [0, 11, is set to zero. The relative distances of face components are fed into the Relations attribute in which the spatial relations among the face components are examined. A second order S function is employed to map the relative distances, varying in the interval [0, 5a], into [0, 11. One input neuron is set aside for each distance variable.
Other information can be also used for better verification of detected faces. For example, the area of the detected components, the colour of each region, etc. The knowledge base is implemented using a fuzzy neural network. A block diagram of the network is displayed in Figure 
IV. RESULTS
The system has been implemented and tested on a large set of images. The image database contains more than 100 images of different scenes collected from the World Wide Web The input images benefit from different spatial and grali scale resolutions. Each scene contains varying numbers of objects, including human faces, taken under varying illumination and orientation. Some input images contain different levels of noise. As it was stated in the previous section, the system evaluates a meimbership degree in the interval [0, 1 3 for each detected face. This value denotes the degree with which the (detected face belongs to the set of human faces. Each detected face is surrounded by a rectangle. The thickness of a rectangle stands for the calculated membership degree of the detected face. Based on the experimental results, the proposed system could detect 89% of thLe faces in the image database. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
A system has been proposed in this paper for human face detection. The input image is preprocessed first. Then, five feedforward neural networks are applied to the preprocessed image. Each network is: responsible for extracting a particular face component. A commonsense knowledge base analyses the extracted face components and their membership degrees through its domain knowledge, and makes the final decision. Together with each detected face, a value is produced to denote the degree of membership of the face within the fa.ce class. promising.
The preliminary experimental results are
